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Abstract 
The author analyzed the basic ideas and realization methods of current starting strategy and put forward the start throttle control 
strategy based on the characteristic of the clutch studied in this paper. The result of the simulation and experiment show that the 
starting strategy is better to be applied in the clutch using the pneumatic control method. 
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1. Introduction 
Launch control is one difficulty in automatic transmission system of AMT, how do control mutual conflicts of 
quality evaluation index. Because we should ensure the smoothness of vehicle and make a starting small friction 
work, but the former requires for a long time, and the latter requires clutch engagement for a short time, demands 
the computational complexity in the evaluation index, and demands the control system for the delay, it has some 
limitations in traditional control theory and the application of the control method . So it satisfies both conditions as 
research difficulties of launch clutch. 
At present the domestic use of Launch control strategy mainly includes engine defined speed control strategy and 
constant speed setting speed control, which is applied to control the hydraulic clutch and motor driving means. The 
paper studies that the clutch is pneumatic drive control, therefore, analysis evaluation index and starting clutch 
engagement process, the combination of these two kinds of starting clutch control strategy, according to the 
characteristics of the pneumatic drive actuator, puts forward the throttle control strategy and starts studying them. 
2. The clutch engagement process analysis 
Automatic clutch engagement directly affects starting smoothness, automobile driving performance and clutch 
life-span. In the clutch engagement process, it requests the vehicle steady, smooth, and to ensure the service life, 
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which is at least not lower than an ordinary clutch of the average mileage. Clutch engaging process quality is usually 
evaluating by using friction work and impact degree.

AMT control of launch clutch vehicle is through the control of the speed clutch engaging, in clutch engagement 
process, the resistance torque of engine is gradually increasing, so we should gradually stepped down the accelerator 
pedal at the same time, which is that the fuel supply of engine is gradually increasing, and makes the engine speed 
remain stable at the lowest speed. In the actual research we usually make a boundary order from a brake of the 
vehicles from static to exercise, the boundary between boundary displacements of a clutch is defined as the value of 
the clutch half juncture. Before half a juncture, the vehicle is placed in static appearance; we should make clutch 
engagement rapid. After half a juncture, combined with the gradually increasing clutch degree, the clutch 
transmission torque increases, when the clutch on the transmission torque is bigger than the outside resistance torque, 
vehicles start exercising, when the speed of the clutch platen is equal impact of clutch, friction work is zero, which 
should complete vehicle, and rapid jointing clutch. Therefore the clutch engagement in the process can be divided 
into four stages

.
1. Empty travel itinerary(WaW): For empty stage, the stage uses for the bearings cleft of the cancellation 
separation, the master and servant moved dish don’t get in touch with each other, engine still runs at relatively high 
speed state. Now, it doesn’t produce friction work.
2. overcome resistance stage(WaW): for the overcome the resistance stage, at this stage, driven piece produce 
friction torque and dint torque, but due to driving moment less than starting resistance torque, The vehicle is placed 
in static appearance. 
3. Friction stage(WaW): in this stage, the engine driving torque resistance exceed the starting torque, the clutch 
master and servant master exist the bad speed, there is need to focus point analysis and reasonable control through 
reducing friction work and the impact of the stage. 
 4. Synchronous stage (W): after the time, the speed of the clutch master and servant master is same, the vehicle 
start success, vehicle speed steadily improves with the engine speed. This stage also doesn’t generate friction work.
3. The judge of start intention of drivers 
The starting process can be divided into many conditions, different start intentions have different requests for 
combined clutch speed, and as a result, start control can carry on identifying and judging different start intention, 
and adopt homologous strategy to do a control. The pilot's start intention can decide the start speed according to the 
environment information, and reflect accelerator pedal to launch machine to turn soon up, but the pilot’s start 
intention is to judge by three information’s : 
 1. Throttle Angle: The throttle angle opens a big degree, it explains that the pilot would be eager to start, though 
it will cause a greatly impact degree, and should also complete the start process; whereas the throttle angle opens a 
small degree, it expresses that the pilot wouldn't be eager to start in response to slow-moving of coalescence to 
promise better comfort; 
2. The throttle Angle variation. The throttle Angle variation is an important parameter of the driver’s start 
intention, changes are the faster and the enunciation thinks more quickly start, Conversely, it is beginning to change 
slowly, the start request then is slower; 
3. The engine speed is an important factor which reflects start intention. At zero throttle Angle, if engine speed is 
bigger than idle values, which expresses it is a starting process, Less than or equal to idle values, the process of 
starting value has been cancelled. When the judge of starting intention adopts three importations, a single output's 
structure, the engine speed in judgment, and only starts in process of intention at zero throttle effect, the purpose is 
to judge the downhill intention throttle Angle and throttle rate is an important parameter of the intention of starting. 
4. The start control strategy plan   
4.1. The common use of launch control strategies  
At present in the domestic adoptionRIclutch control strategies, for the clutch joining together, it adopts setting 
the engine speed and the constant speed control. 
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The overall thought of the engine speed control is: when we start vehicle engine, according to the different value 
of throttle angle, we set a different launch machine judgment threshold, when the engine speed is below the setting 
threshold, the clutch is in separation, when the engine speed is bigger than the setting threshold, and the clutch is 
beginning. 
Engine constant speed control is that the engine speed will judge threshold set in the idle to maximum RPM, 
controlled, the highest goal RPM is set  for each throttle Angle at the maximum torque motor speed, and through the 
clutch engagement, joints and engine speed to cut the speed and the deviation between the goal RPM , which makes 
clutch engagement process engine a speed constant value. 
4.2. The active throttle control launches strategy
Several clutch launch control strategies all achieve a certain control effect, carried out a steady start under the 
particular condition. The particular condition means the control way, the throttle control method, the type of vehicle 
engines and the vehicle categories. The above control strategy of the clutch driven methods adopts the motor drive, 
the throttle way adopts the tracking speed data not pedal, and engine ismainly a gasoline machine to discuss the 
small vehicle engine. 
This paper researches the automatic transmission system for the clutch driven by pneumatic, the throttle adopts 
an active control way (internal throttle control the engine speed), the engine is a diesel engine,and it takes the large 
vehicle as a research object. The difficulty of the clutch which uses a pneumatic drive lies in joining together speed 
and how to realize the control of quantity, Because of the nonlinear shrapnel wing clutch and the gas compression 
ratio, clutch gas compression drive can not be like hydraulic drive or motor drive that realize an accurate mating 
quantity or a speed control, in order to study the clutch gas compression drive control strategy, it uses a join together 
time as a control parameter method. Namely, it only examines the time, and in the corresponding period through the 
control of solenoid opening and closing it realizes the speed control. In the clutch engagement process, the speed 
isn’t a constant speed, but changes with the wing of the elastic coefficient and promptly cylinder pressure changing. 
The main control indexis an impact degree, then the assurance impact degree isn’t bigger than the allow maximum. 
In general, this paper takes: 
3
max
10 /j m s 
the car take the bus use relatively greater value, this paper takes: 
3
max
j 17 /j m sd  
4.3. The clutch engagementspeed 
Discussedthe judgment of the driver’s the start intentions and the intention is divided into three levels: Slow 
start, normal start and nasty start. 
The clutch engagement speed adopts a cent segment speed method. Its principle is: in the jointing process, it 
should assure the shock degrees which do not exceed the allowable range. Slow start process of four mating speeds 
is respectively ( cv 0.5 cv ,0.25 cv 0.75 cv ), The four processes of the normal start are ( cv ,0.75 cv ,0.5 cv , cv ); The 
four processes of Nasty start are ( cv , 0.75 cv , 0.75 cv , cv ). 
4.4. The jointing process of the throttle control 
Engine speed control is setting according to the size of the throttle Angle, setting different engine speed for the 
judgment threshold clutch engaging control, According to the engine size of the throttle Angle; itmakes sure a 
coalescence speed. Namely these two kinds of start control strategies adopt following the engine size of the throttle 
Angle, and not on the throttle control. The vehicle start, the driver compare the values of throttle Angle with give the 
practical environment, it contains two possibilities: less than the actual environment needed and greater than the 
actual value of the environmental needs. It often can cause launch failure or clutch in separate status, Throttle Angle 
is greater than the actual value of the environment needs, it will cause the fuel consumption, high speeds and so on.  
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The first kind of circumstance usually occurs in driving shortage experience driver, and the second kind of 
circumstance happens mainly in load variation of vehicles. Adopting the active throttle control system, the 
adjustment of throttle Angle can be a very good solution to solver the problem. 
Fig.1 the clutch 1                                           Fig.2 impact 1
Fig.3  the clutch 2                                                           Fig.4   impact 2 
Fig.5  the clutch 3                                                               Fig.6  impact 3 
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To solve the problem, it is necessary to know the size of the starting resistance moment. According to the 
operation equation, it must obtain resistance torque weight of the car, slope, roads and so on a series of coefficient. 
These values and is not fixed, must pass a sensor detection, and installation of the sensors will make too much 
control system is too complex. The problem discussed in this paper, to slow start, respectively, the normal starting 
started the engine speed setting, and according to the upper start process of engine speed and set the speed limit, the 
decrease of the throttle Angle.
5. Experiments 
In order to analyze, starting strategies for engine speed ( en ) experiments and the input shaft transmission speed 
( en ) monitoring. Considering the real-time speed tests, the engine and transmission of input shaft installed 
separately for each turn 180 and 90 pulse photoelectric sensors, each 200ms detection a set of data, according to the 
data, drawing clutch platen speed and reliability and time. 
When the driver started slowly, clutch platen, speed and impact of experimental results as shown in Fig.1 and 
Fig.2. 
Drivers normal starting, clutch platen; speed and impact of experimental simulation results as shown in Fig.3 and 
Fig .4 
Drivers quickly, started the clutch platen speed and the impact of experimental results as shown in Fig.5 and 
Fig.6 
The clutch started experimental analysis were Fig.1 and Fig.3, Fig.5 can see, in b has landed a process, rotational 
speed, through active throttle rise gradually, the rapid rotation difference decreases. When they reach a certain speed 
difference, clutch, rapid, clutch in point d, synchronization, clutch platen to close completely. In Fig.1 and Fig.3, a 
rapid increase, before, similar to the engine fixed speed control, b after the changes slowly, similar to the engine 
constant speed control, visible, active throttle control strategy was started by these two started control strategy. Fig.2 
and were Fig.4 impact degrees can see, slow start and normal starting the impact of no more than the maximum 
degree of set, quick start mainly embodies the driver intention, the impact than the maximum degree of setting. 
6. Conclusions 
The analysis of the process of starting clutch control requirements and control target, through the clutch engaging 
process analysis, and clarifies the influence degree of vehicle shock and clutch friction work, in order to obtain the 
factors of good quality, must start to clutch of speed and coordinate the engine speed control. The study used the 
clutch engaging control mode and its characteristics, and according to the particularity of clutch using pneumatic 
drive, puts forward the throttle control strategy started. According to the requirement of maximum impact, the 
starting process of each phase velocity and the starting point of the various stages of determination method, 
combining with the structure characteristics of the air cylinder, determine the speed of comprehensive engagement.
According to the analysis of experimental results, the control strategy of starting to satisfy the clutch is better 
with pneumatic driving characteristics, jointing process "fast - slow - quick " principle. 
Experiment shows that throttle control strategy of starting with the following features: 
1. It can reduce friction work, improve the service life. Practice shows that the speed of low friction work. The 
highest speed control engine, can reduce friction work. 
2. It can reduce emissions, reduce oil consumption. Active throttle control strategy, accelerate the pedal 
started the throttle Angle value does not participate in the engine speed control, just as starting the throttle 
Angle intention and under the maximum torque motor output corresponding speed when the value 
judgments basis, engine accelerator value after treatment, DAC0 by ECU. Normally, engine get throttle 
Angle is less than acceleration pedal throttle Angle value. 
3. It can adapt to environmental catastrophe. Start In a changing environment is active throttle control strategy 
can start the size of the throttle Angle adjustment, make the engine speed and torque changes, ensure the 
complete process of starting, With the fast clutch engagement process slow - fast  principle . 
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